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Children, the larger the commitment of a soul is, the larger will be the challenge of its consecration,
because more souls are linked to its step and so being, its definition will result in the awakening and
redemption of many beings.

The larger the commitment of a work is, the larger will be the challenges to manifest it, because the
adversary of God will not silence before the echo of the Voice of the Creator.

I ask you to be firm, brave and united in heart; that you maintain your strength in Christ, in the
Universe and in all the revelations you already know so that in this way you will understand that the
triumph of God goes beyond this life.

Humanity lives extreme opposites of awakening and of profound ignorance, of love and of much
evil, and the battle between the establishment of peace and darkness will take place on all levels of
consciousness.

What should never exist in your hearts is rage, because all rage that comes from the human heart
only feeds what the adversary is trying to build.

You will not be indifferent to what happens in the world and, facing the attacks of the adversary,
you will increase in yourselves the power of peace, of unity and of love. You will take advantage of
each test to grow and to strengthen your own faith and thus you will not allow the adversary of God
to find fuel to continue lightening the fire of illusions, perditions and mistakes.

Each being will be known for their own fruits. This work will be recognized by its fruits because it
will sow peace and will make it flourish and multiply in the hearts.

While the falsehood emerges from the beings and all the lies become visible to everyone, the virtues
must also emerge. Unite only to the light and do not see the lies of others as a form to defend and to
justify yourselves, because this battle must not be competitive on your side, not even in your mind.

To dissolve darkness and to let evil poison itself, it is necessary not to drink from this poison but
rather to drink from the Fountain of Christ that in silence and on the cross wins the battle of
falsehood, attacks and defamations.

Children, pacify your interior and pray for your brothers and sisters. Today the Heart of God is
more wounded and Christ prays before His Father for the ignorance of those who once more allow
themselves to be instruments of evil.

The Lord hopes that there is unity among His companions and this must be built by those who are
more conscious of this need. Therefore, pray and ask for the Christ to enter into the hearts of all
men and women, purify your miseries and make true those who say they follow His Name.
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Never lose sight of the example of the Redeemer and remember not to feed evil, not even in
thought.

The Sacred Family returns to teach you that only in love, silence and living the truth, that you
already know, you can make the Plan of God triumph.

Follow Our example and do not fear to live and announce what we ask you for, because - in spite of
all resistance from humanity in losing its power over the things of the world - there are many who
need to awaken in order to fulfill their mission.

One day everyone will make use of what We taught you to take the last step, no matter if you had
been against or in favor of the Work of God because the truth will emerge beyond the human will.

I love you and leave you My Blessing,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


